
Oct 26-30

Mark Twain School
Remote Learning Weekly Plan:  Sixth 

Grade
Teacher: 6th Grade 
Barr, Burford, Gawlak, 
Lesnicka Room: 262, 264, 266, 268 Date:  October 26-30

Learning Plan Expectations
Log into your Google Classroom at 8:30 a.m. 
every morning.

Make sure you’ve followed the directions for 
turning in each assignment (ex: email your 
teacher, submit through Google classroom, 
share the link, etc)

Remember to ask questions as needed!

Subject MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

Literacy/Social Studies 
Synchronous

All the Lovely Bad Ones, p. 48-59
Insignificant Events in the Life of a Cactus, 
chapters 19-20 All the Lovely Bad Ones, p. 60-71 All the Lovely Bad Ones, p. 72-87 All the Lovely Bad Ones, p. 87-97

The Miracle Worker, Act 2, Part 1 group reading Guided Reading: Characters
The Miracle Worker, Act 2 Part 2 group 
reading

Insignificant Events in the Life of a 
Cactus, chapters 21-22

The Miracle Worker, Act 3 Part 1 
group reading

Life in Sparta reading and questions Life in Athens reading and questions
Watch Act 2 of the film and group discussion 
of the dinner table scene Guided Reading: Characters Greece's War with Persia

The Golden Apple Greek Myth Kahoot fiction guided reading review

Literacy/Social Studies
Asynchronous 

The Miracle Worker exit slip: character traits All the Lovely Bad Ones chapters 1-6 quiz Act 2 Guided Questions Signpost and chapter questions

The Miracle Worker exit slip, focusing 
on conflict and making predictions for 
resolutions

Signpost and chapter questions

Math 
Synchronous

Module 4 Operations with Fractions Module 4 Operations with Fractions Module 4 Operations with Fractions Module 4 Operations with Fractions Module 4 Quiz -Operations with Fractions

Dividing Fractions Dividing Mixed Numbers Dividing Mixed Numbers
Solving Multistep Problems with Fractions 
and Mixed Numbers

- Applying GCF and LCM to Fraction 
Operations

- model fraction division - model mixed number division - discuss the difference between Area=length x 
width  length=Area +width   width=Area +length

- solve problems with rational numbers - Dividing Fractions

- use reciprocals to find equivalent values - use reciprocals to divide mixed numbers - discuss the difference between perimeter (no 
exponent), area (exponent 2), and volume 
(exponent 3)

- Dividing Mixed Numbers

- discuss the difference between units of 
measurement/units

- Solving Multistep Problems with 
Fractions and Mixed Numbers

Math  
Asynchronous 

4.2 Dividing Fractions 4.3 Dividing Mixed Numbers 4.3 A Dividing Mixed Numbers 4.4 Solving Multistep Problems with 
Fractions and Mixed Numbers

Science Synchronous

METABOLISM UNIT : Introducing Medical Student Role: 
Read unit and chapter 1 intro stratements follwed by an 
introductory video plunges students into their new role as 
medical students and introduces them to their patient, a 
teenager who feels tired all the time. Then a warm up activity 
for students involves writing and discussing ideas about their 
new role provides students a chance to access and share 
background knowledge about how bodies function, which will 
be followed by a group writing (Jamboard) about generating 
Claims About Elisa. The teacher helps students frame their 
initial ideas as possible claims to investigate. This whole-class 
share provides a sense of the ideas that students bring to this 
topic.

Read lesson 1.3 Introduction follwed by Warm-
Up: Students get a chance to become familiar 
with the Metabolism Modeling Tool before using 
it later in the lesson.

Quiz for Chapter 1: Elisa's possible conditions and 
symptoms, molecules our body needs, root words 
covered, article questions

2.1 Warm-Up Activity : By observing the 
path that oxygen takes through the body, 
students focus on the systems involved in 
this transport, which prepares them for the 
model used in this lesson. / Then we move 
on to Introducing the Classroom Body 
Systems Model: Students are introduced to 
the components and purpose of the physical 
model in order to ensure that it runs 
smoothly.  Teacher will play Body Systems 
Model Video -a realistic animation helps 
students visualize some of the processes and 
structures represented in their model.

2.2 Students continue to develop their 
Active Reading skills, focusing on deeper 
questioning. This article set serves as a 
jigsaw, with one student in each group 
becoming an expert on one of the 
conditions that Elisa might have. The 
after-reading discussion allows students to 
explain the condition they read about to a 
partner and provides time for students to 
share their thinking and clear up any 
confusion.

Introducing the Metabolism Simulation : Students familiarize 
themselves with the Simulation, and focus on thinking about 
and observing how a healthy body functions; this prepares them 
for later investigations into what happens when body systems 
fail.

Class reading of "Molecules Cells Need" and the 
students practice Active Reading with a brief 
article that reinforces the idea that cells need 
glucose, oxygen, and amino acids. (notebook 
notes) / Students then draw on what they learned 
from the Sim and the article in order to represent 
their ideas about which molecules are found in a 
healthy cell. (google form).

3: Running the Model- As students assume 
the roles of human body systems and cells, 
they experience kinesthetically how the 
digestive, respiratory, and circulatory 
systems work together to transport 
molecules to the body's cells. (interactive 
notebook)

Student share out their patient problem and 
student add to their graphic organizers. / 
An initial observation of their condition in 
the Sim prepares students for more 
systematic comparisons between their 
condition and a healthy body in later 
lessons.

Returning to the Patient: Students connect their observations of 
the Sim to the term metabolism, and relate this to their ideas 
about their patient's problems. 

The class will evaluate new evidence about Elisa. 
Students critique and evaluate evidence about 
Elisa's diet and sleep patterns, applying the 
criterion that evidence is higher quality when it 
consists of a larger set of data./ Students use the 
evidence they've received about Elisa to rule out 
the claims that diet or sleep may be the cause of 
her problems.

Student share out their patient problem and 
student add to their graphic organizers.

Science Asynchronous

By experimenting with different diets in the Sim, students 
observe the relationship between food intake and molecules 
getting to the cells. Students complete the Testing the Diets: 
Investigation Sheet (google slide)

Reread article earlier from class less, write down 
2 key notes from this article. Then the students 
have an opportunity to think about the relative 
sizes of the molecules that the body takes in from 
the environment. This will be important when 
students learn about the role of the digestive 
system in breaking down large molecules. Lastly, 
the student complete check for understanding 
question. (students check their understanding of 
key content in the unit, and are given a chance to 
reflect on additional questions they have about 
metabolism.)

Students read the article Big Climb and use active 
reading skills to make notes for the article. Then 
students add new vocabulary terms to their 
notebook for chapter 2 of Metabolism Unit. Then 
Students start to copy and cut out their interactive 
notebook pieces.

Students revisit the healthy body in the 
Metabolism Simulation to observe the roles 
of the different body systems.   The students 
will read the article Patient Stories: Problems 
with Body Systems (jigsaw read and add to 
the graphic organizer)

Student complete graphic orgnizer and 
then compare to patient bodies in the 
simulation

Enrichment Activities  
Asynchronous 

Math Edgenuity Math Edgenuity Math Edgenuity Math Edgenuity Math Edgenuity 

Math Edgenuity

Enrichment Activities  
Asynchronous 

266 - Health (11 - 11:30) 264- Health (11- 11:30) Reading Edgenuity (11- 11:30) 262 - Health (11- 11:30) 268- Health (11- 11:30)
Reading Edgenuity Reading Edgenuity Reading Edgenuity Reading Edgenuity



Oct 26-30

Group A sessions

Student Engagement

Synchronous
Students/Families, your child will be logged into 

their Google Meet Session during these times.

Asynchronous
Students/Families, your child will be 

engaged in independent work, 
conferencing with the teacher, 

working with a teacher assistant, 
receiving feedback during these times. Media Arts Google Meets for all 6th grades

8:30-8:40 
Attendance & Calm Classroom

8:40-9:00 Academic Enrichment 262 - https://meet.google.
com/lookup/bwg772e446?authuser=0&hs=179

9:00-9:40 Period 1 264 - https://meet.google.com/lookup/fyttcbiu6w?
authuser=0&hs=179

9:40-10:00 Period 1 265 - https://meet.google.
com/lookup/gxy427wuvh?authuser=0&hs=179

10:00-10:40 Period 2 268- https://meet.google.com/lookup/hfwvds4nhm?
authuser=0&hs=179

10:40-11:00 Period 2

11:00-11:30 Academic Enrichment

11:30-12:15 Lunch/Recess
12:15-12:25 Academic Enrichment
12:25-12:55 Specials 12:55-1:25 Specials
1:25-2:05 Period 3 2:05-2:25 Period 3
2:25-3:05 Period 4 3:05-3:30 Period 4

Remote Learning 
Supports

Turning in Work Office Hours Log In Information

Google Classroom via Google Documents, Forms, and Slides Asynchronous Times and Academic 
Enrichments times Students log into their Google account on their Chromebooks

Amplify Science login via Google Account
Literacy / SS: Mr. Barr / Mr. Burford Clever account via Google Chrome email and password

Science: Mrs. Lesnicka

Math: Mrs. Gawlak

* Register for Parent Portal to monitor student progress.

https://meet.google.com/lookup/fyttcbiu6w?authuser=0&hs=179
https://meet.google.com/lookup/fyttcbiu6w?authuser=0&hs=179
https://meet.google.com/lookup/gxy427wuvh?authuser=0&hs=179
https://meet.google.com/lookup/gxy427wuvh?authuser=0&hs=179
https://meet.google.com/lookup/hfwvds4nhm?authuser=0&hs=179
https://meet.google.com/lookup/hfwvds4nhm?authuser=0&hs=179

